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Abstract. The aim of this study was finding out the language change and character 
education in reference to the contribution of social media languages of the students IAIN 

Takengon. This research was categorized into a case study by using descriptive 
qualitative approach. The participants were 300 students of IAIN Takengon. The research 
instrument was in the form of questionnaire, observation sheet, and interview guideline. 
The results of the study are as follow: The social media language are affected the 
Gayonese language in some types, as they: phonology, morphology, syntax, semantic, 
and vocabulary. The social media language also affected the character building of the 
students. The social media language improves the multilingual of the students. It cause 
the shifting of the self-identity, principal of life, and respect to the culture. 
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1. Introduction 

By the time, there are changing in languages. The changing are in the aspects of 

phonology, morphology, syntax, semantic, and lexical [1]. There are a lot of ways that affect 

the language change, as they: social mobility, education, technology, and so on.  In this 

revolution industry 4.0 technology plays important role in daily life [2]. To custom technology 

in daily life, people should master the standard language. English has emerged as the 

necessary standard: the default language, the linguistic equivalent of Windows or the GSM 

(Global System for Mobile communications) standard[3]. Thus, learning English is useful for 
the communication and technology development [4].  

Nowadays, technology is suitable to be used in learning. Studying conducts by on-line 

learning. One of the media of on-line learning is social media. Thus, the use of social media 

today among students is a natural thing and is used in everyday life [5]. Besides, social media 

is used to access the science and knowledge. Operating the social media could be in English or 

Indonesia.  The user of technology will be a multilingual, because they speak more than one 

languages [6]. Gayonese speak at least three languages; Gayonese language, Indonesian 

language, and English. It brings both positive and negative effects to the Gayonese culture [7]. 

Mastering more languages simplify the access of science and technology. However, 

multilingual change the culture identity. Language reflects the culture of the speaker. 

Language and culture cannot be separated one to the other [8].  
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Culture mirrors the characteristics of a group. It includes the rules of communication and 
interaction [9]. On the other hands, tradition, custom, behaviour, character, residence, 

association, and language could be said as culture. The existence of a culture depends on the 

existence of the language. When you lose a language, you lose a culture, intellectual wealth, a 

work of art [10]. According to the explanation above, it is important to conducting a study in 

the contributions of social media language in language change and character education. The 

questions of this study are (1) what are the language changes in reference to the contribution 

of social media language of the students of IAIN Takengon? And (2) what are the character 

buildings in reference to the contribution of social media languages of the students of IAIN 

Takengon? The objectives of this study are finding out the language changes in reference to 

the contribution of social media language of the students of IAIN Takengon and the character 

buildings in reference to the contribution of social media languages of the students of IAIN 
Takengon.   

2. Methodology 

This research was categorized into a case study by using descriptive qualitative approach. 

Researchers generally do case studies for one of three purposes: to produce detailed 

descriptions of a phenomenon, to develop possible explanations of it, or to evaluate the 

phenomenon [11]. The research was conducted in IAIN Takengon in November to December 

2019. The participants of this study were the students of IAIN Tekengon. The total number of 

the students was 1.562. The purposive sampling was done to take the sample. The goal of 

purposive sampling is to select persons that can provide the richest and most detailed 

information to help answering the research questions [12] [13]. The consideration of the 
sample was students who used the social media at least 8 hours a week.  

The data were gathered through interview. The content validity was done to the interview 

guideline and it was consulted to the expert. The interview was used to collect the data of the 

students’ languages. The researcher conducted and recorded a 15 to 30 minutes interview with 

each subjects. In doing the interview, the students did not need specific preparation. The 

students conducted the interview spontaneously. They could speak in their daily language. It 

was used to get the authentic data [14]. The collected interview recordings were transcribed 

and classified the data according to the particular classification. Then, the data were identified 

and counted the language change. The next step was explaining the data.  

3. Result and Discussion 

Gayo, a developing region, concern in improving education quality that support the 

economic. It encourage the up to dating technology in educational fields. Thus, there are a lot 

of students master multi languages. The ability to mastered multi language by Gayonese 

people change the Gayonese language and identity. According to the history, multilingual in 

Gayo is caused by:  

(1) Colonialism 



The colonialism of Netherland in Indonesia for almost 350 years change a lot of element. 
One of the consequences is the sifting of language and culture, including Gayonese language. 

The nature language shift morphologically and have lexical diffusion by the speaker.   

 

 

(2) Migration  

Gayonese expedition tract was developed in 1904 [15]. Since that time, a lot of people 

came as they: Aceh, Minang, Java, and Chinese. It was caused by job, education, or marriage. 

The movement of Gayonese people in or out influence to the nature of language. The 

movement brings new language and culture that shift the Gayonese language and culture.  

(3) Internationalization 

Trade, export-import, gives a big touch to the Gayonese culture. The mastering of 
international language is a basic of mastering the technology, so students are motivated to be 

able to communicate in English fluently. Beside, mastering English support the use of 

technology in international occupation.  

In line to the development of technology, Gayonese language is influenced by the 

existence social media. The use of social media language are effected the language of the 

speakers. Multi-literacy acknowledgement of the socio cultural diversity think of our learners’ 

worlds, and awareness of the impact of new communication technologies that combine 

linguistic modes of meaning with visual, gestural, spatial, and audio modes. Below is the 

explanation of the language change data.  

Table 1. Result of the Language Change 

No Type of Language 

Change 

Frequ

ency 

Percen

tage 

1 Phonology  116 15.91 
2 Morphology  117 16.04 

3 Syntax  103 14. 12 
4 Semantic  142 19.01 
5 Vocabulary  251 34.42 

Total Number 729 100  

 

In phonology change, there were misspelling (1), and borrowing (2). 

(1) The word “if” was pronounced as “ip” in ‘I will let my friend knows if I have new 

account.’  

(2) The word “tab” refers to tablet in ‘There are a lot of video in my tab.’ 

In morphology, the change was in the form of borrowing (3).  

(3) The word “meng-upload” refers to uploaded in ‘Saya sudah meng-upload foto-foto 
kemarin ke IG.’(I uploaded the photos to IG yesterday). 

In the language change of syntax, there was the use of verb (4). 

(4) “Saya sudah WA tapi belum di-read” (I have WA but not read yet). In this sentence 

should be added the other object to hinder the misunderstanding, as: I sent a message 

by ’what apps’ but not read yet. 

In semantic change, there was the change of meaning (5). 

(5) “akun kita” (our account) refers to my account in ‘Cek infonya di akun kita lah.’ (Check 

the information on our account).  

 



In vocabulary, the changes were in the form of modification (6), borrowing (7), 
abbreviation (8), and re-exist the old word (9).  

(1) The word “bats” or “beud” was used to change the word “banget” (too) in ‘Cuaca pagi 

ini dingin bats.’ (the weather was too cold this morning).  

(2) The word “update” was permeated in Indonesian sentences in ‘sudah baca status yang 

barusan di-update?’ (have you read the updated story?).  

(3) The abbreviation of “FB” refers to “Facebook” in ‘Add FB ku lah.’ (Please, add my 

Facebook account).  

(4) The word “galau” is existing now. This word means worry in ‘lagi galau tingkat dewa.’ 

(I am so worry).  

 

The Character is considered as the realization of positive personality development of a 
person, either intellectually, socially, emotionally, or ethically [16]. To develop students’ 

character concludes seven ways to foster virtues; empathy, conscience, self-control, respect, 

kindness, tolerance, and justice [17]. The character building could be affected by some 

treatment. The use of social media languages, as one of the treatments, could be effecting the 

character building of the students. The effect could be positive and negative. Below is the 

description of the students’ character building that affected by the social media language. 

a) According to the data, there are so many students speak multi language. They mix the 

Gayonese, Indonesia and English in the same discourse. In one side, it motivate students 

to learn the international language that will be useful for their next career. On the other 

side, it change the local value of Indonesian people. The use of English in daily 

conversation lower the respect to the older people. For example, in a conversation of a son 

and parent, according to the Gayonese culture, it is taboo for the son to look at his 
parent’s face when he is talking. However, in English literature, the speakers should face 

to face. Nowadays, the norm is crossed by young people. It means that there is changing 

in the character of respect. Next example, in Gayonese culture it is taboo to call older 

people by ’you’. They should be called as Sir or Mam. It is crossed by the youth when 

they have conversation in English.  

b) Self-identity of Gayonese is Mukemel (self-concept) [18]. To reach self-concept, someone 

should apply some value, as they: Tertip (orderly), Setie (loyal), Semayang-Gemasih 

(affection), Mutentu (hard work), Amanah (believed), Genap-Mupakat (discuss), Alang-

Tulung (helpful), Bersikekemelen (competitive) [19]. The values connect one to each 

other. The sifting of Gayonese self-identity can be looked in the learning activities. The 

low motivation of the students to compete reduce their enthusiasm to work hard.  
According to the Gayonese’s self-identity, it can be seen that Gayonese people have great 

self-concept that frame their live. However, the influence of the arrival culture to the 

genuine culture in the daily live lower the soul of self-concept.  

c) The principal of life in Gayonese culture is reflected in the avoiding Sumang. Sumang 

means acts deviate from convention of manners and contrary to Islamic rules and custom 

[20]. It devided into four, they are: Sumang Kenulen (ethics sit), Sumang Percerakan 

(ethics talk), Sumang Pelangkahan (ethics walk), and Sumang Penengonen (ethics see) 

[21] [22]. The violation of Sumang that influenced by social media language is ethics talk. 

For example, updating story in the social media with insulting statement or telling 

someone’s disgrace are often done by youth.  

Next, the Gayonese principal of life is Peri Mestike [23] agama orum edet lagu zet 

orum sipet (religion and culture is an inseparable cohesiveness); syariet berules edet 
bersebu (sharia conducted inline to culture) [24], beras padi tuket imen. It means that the 



appropriateness of physical needs strengthen the spiritual needs. The fulfilled of physical 
needs; primary, secondary, and tertiary facilitate to reach the higher spiritual achievement. 

For example, conducting Hajj when someone is wealth. Nowadays, the youth choose 

Umrah or traveling than Hajj. On the other hands, the sifting of life’s principal is the 

property investment, as build big houses, buy luxury vehicles, and so on than conducting 

spiritual investment. It contradict to the requirement of happiness life of Gayonese 

culture.  

d) The youth give minor respect to the existence to Gayonese culture. It can be seen in their 

attitude of the lost Gayonese language. Some words of Gayonese language lost because 

rarely used in the communication. In the daily interaction, youth ignore to avoiding 

Sumang. In the formal education, students have little understanding about the Gayonese 

principal of life, Peri mestike. It can be seen by the difficulties to pass the lesson of 
Literature Budaya Gayo. Avoiding the fade of Gayonese language and literature, there are 

a lot of things to be conducted. In education field, the school curriculum should be 

integrated to the local culture. It should be consistent from the elementary to the higher 

education. In the sociable life, Sarak Opat obliged to maintain the self-concept of the 

people. Sarak Opat is a discussion institution that include Reje (region leader), Imem 

(religion leader), Petue (respected person), Rakyat Genap Mupakat (consensus public) 

[25]. When the formal and informal education are conducted in line to the Gayonese 

principle of life, the existence of Gayonese language, culture, and local wisdom will be 

glorious.  

4. Conclusion 

The use of technology, especially in communication, increase the multilingual. The social 

media language are affected the Gayonese language in some types. They are: phonology 

(15.91%), morphology (16.04%), syntax (14.12%), semantic (19.01%), and vocabulary 

(34.42%). On the other hands, the social media language also affected the character building 

of the students. The social media language improves the multilingual of the students. It cause 
the shifting of the self-identity, principal of life, and respect to the culture. Besides, the minor 

respect to the youths’ attitude endanger the existence of Gayonese culture. To keep the 

existence of Gayonese culture, both formal and informal education should be conducted in 

line to the Gayonese principle of life.  
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